
Live Analysis Tips 
 

Tom O’Connor

Arrive early to observe the warm up, you may pick up some useful 
information in the team warm up 

Find an isolated spot on the sideline or in the stand, avoid distraction for 
period of game 

Notebook preferably with pitch marked on sheets, and camera phone for set 
pieces and team sheets 



What shape do they take up?  
Is it 1-4-3-3, 1-4-4-2, and anything about the midfield shape 
is it no 6 holding and no8, no10 advanced? Or no6, no8 
holding and no 10 advanced for example 

When attacking what is their preferred system and on 
Transition how do they get ready?  
Will a midfielder take up a deep holding position to stop 
counterattack? 

When defending what shape are they taking up? And 
where are they looking to win ball back?  
Pressing high-mid block-defending deep? When they win 
the ball back where do they transition into or do they keep 
possession? 

Who are the key players that influence the game ?

Opposition Team 
Overview
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What is their style of play?  
Do they play out, or build up from the back- or go back 
to front early?  (direct play) 

Do they overload midfield and keep possession with 
short passes so as they can pass forward? 

In the attacking third are they penetrating centrally or 
creating space in wide areas for crosses to create 
goal scoring chances where does their main threat 
come from?  

Who are their key players who influence the game?  

How do they transition to defend when ball is lost? 
Do they press quickly as a team or recover behind the 
ball
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Attacking/ 
Transition To Defend



When defending what shape are they taking up?  

Where are they looking to win ball back?  
Pressing high-mid block-defending deep?Do they 
have triggers to press?  

Who are the key players in winning the ball back? 
Strikers or wide players ? 

How do they transition once ball is won back? 
Do they transition down the sides or central?

Defending /  
Transition To Attack
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What happens on Goal Kicks-throw in’s especially in final 
third, wide free kicks, central free kicks-Corner Kick (in 
swinger-out swinger-short)  

Have they a specialist Free-taker for direct free kicks- 
Penalties who takes them?  

Defending set-pieces how many do they bring back for 
corners against, will they mark man for man or zonal do 
they leave one up for counterattack? 

How many players in their walls, do they jump, does one 
player chase down and will they leave one player up field 
for counterattack    
(use of camera phone or diagram useful)  

Set Plays
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